MR (as it usually uses less complicated syntax and requires less amount of domain knowledge).
According to the framework for making the decision while there are several candidates, previous MWP algebra solvers can be classified into: (1) Rule-based approaches with logic inference [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , which apply rules to get the answer (via identifying entities, quantities, operations, etc.) with a logic inference engine. (2) Rule-based approaches without logic inference [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , which apply rules to get the answer without a logic inference engine. (3) Statistics-based approaches [14, 15] , which use statistical models to identify entities, quantities, operations, and get the answer. To our knowledge, all the statistics-based approaches do not adopt logic inference.
The main problem of the rule-based approaches mentioned above is that the coverage rate problem is serious, as rules with wide coverage are difficult and expensive to construct. Also, since they adopt Go/No-Go approach (unlike statistical approaches which can adopt a large Top-N to have high including rates), the error accumulation problem would be severe.
On the other hand, the main problem of those approaches without adopting logic inference is that they usually need to implement a new handling procedure for each new type of problems (as the general logic inference mechanism is not adopted). Also, as there is no inference engine to generate the reasoning chain [16] , additional effort would be required for 1 128 Academia Road, Section 2, Nankang, Taipei 11529, Taiwan To avoid the problems mentioned above, a tag-based statistical framework which is able to perform understanding and reasoning with logic inference is proposed in this paper. It analyzes the body and question texts into their associated tag-based 3 logic forms, and then performs inference on them. Comparing to those rule-based approaches, the proposed statistical approach alleviates the ambiguity resolution problem, and the tag-based approach also provides the flexibility of handling various kinds of possible questions with the same body logic form. On the other hand, comparing to those approaches not adopting logic inference, the proposed approach is more robust to the irrelevant information and could more accurately provide the answer. Furthermore, with the given reasoning chain, the explanation could be more easily generated.
Proposed Framework
The main contributions of our work are: (1) proposing a tag-based logic representation such that the system is more robust to the irrelevant information and could provide the answer more precisely; (2) proposing a unified statistical framework for performing reasoning from the given text. Based on the semantic representation given above, the TC will assign the operation type "Sum" to it. The LFC will then extract the following two facts from the first sentence:
quan(q1,枝,n1p)=2361&verb(q1,進貨)&agent(q1,文具店)&head(n1p,筆)&color(n1p,紅) quan(q2,枝,n2p)=1587&verb(q2,進貨)&agent(q2,文具店)&head(n2p,筆)&color(n2p,藍)
The quantity-fact "2361 枝紅筆 (2361 red pens)" is represented by "quan(q1,枝,n1p)=2361", where the argument "n1p" 4 denotes "紅筆 (red pens)" due to the facts "head(n1p,筆)" and "color(n1p,紅)". Likewise, the quantity-fact "1587 枝藍筆 (1587 blue pens)" is represented by "quan(q2,枝,n2p)=1587". The LFC also issues the utility call "ASK Sum(quan(?q,枝, 筆),verb(?q,進貨)&agent(?q,文具店))" (based on the assigned solution type) for the question. Finally, the IE will select out two quantity-facts "quan(q1,枝,n1p)=2361" and "quan(q2, 枝,n2p)=1587", and then perform "Sum" operation on them to obtain "3948". If the question in the above example is "文具店共進貨幾枝紅筆 (How many red pens did the stationer buy)?", the LFC will generate the following facts and utility call for this new question: head(n3p,筆)&color(n3p,紅) ASK Sum(quan(?q,枝,n3p),verb(?q,進貨)&agent(?q,文具店))
As the result, the IE will only select the quantity-fact "quan(q1,枝,n1p)=2361", because the modifier in QLF (i.e., "color(n3p,紅)") cannot match the associated modifier "藍 (blue)" (i.e., "color(n2p,藍)") of "quan(q2,枝,n2p)=1587". After performing "Sum" operation on it, we thus obtain the answer "2361". (We will skip EG due to space limitation. Please refer to [17] for the details).
Preliminary Results
Currently, we have completed all the associated modules (including Word Segmenter, Syntactic Parser, Semantic Composer, TC, LFC, IE, and EG), and have manually annotated 75 samples (in our elementary school math corpus) as the seed corpus (with syntactic tree, semantic tree, logic form, and reasoning chain annotated). Besides, we have cleaned the original elementary school math corpus and encoded it into the appropriate XML format.
There are total 23,493 problems divided into six grades; and the average number of words of the body text is 18.2 per problem. Table 3 shows the statistics of the converted corpus.
We have completed a prototype system and have tested it on the seed corpus. The success of our pilot run has demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed approach. We plan to use the next few months to perform weakly supervised learning [18] and fine tune the system. 
